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Abstract

Data-intensive applications, such as data mining and data visualization, need to deal with huge amount of data. Service-oriented architecture, on the other hand, offers a scalable and flexible framework to implement loosely-coupled and standards-based distribute computing which the data-intensive applications usually require. In this paper, we apply four kinds of data-flow constructs, namely Map Construct, Reduce Construct, Conditional Construct and Loop Construct, to assist Web services composition to process huge volume of data. Furthermore, we put forward the approach to the composition of Web services based on the I/O operation ratio, in which the CPU intensive Web services and the I/O intensive ones are arranged to execute in parallel as far as possible. A case is presented finally to show that our approaches are feasible and effective.
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1. Introduction

The rapid growth of the Internet and World Wide Web led to vast amounts of information available online. In addition, business and government organizations create large amounts of both structured and unstructured information which needs to be processed, analyzed, and linked. The computing applications which require large volumes of data and devote most of their processing time to I/O and manipulation of data are deemed data-intensive [1]. On the other hand, Service-oriented architecture(SOA) is a widely accepted and engaged paradigm for the realization of business processes that incorporate several distributed, loosely coupled partners. It allows users to combine together fairly large chunks of functionality to form ad hoc applications built almost entirely from existing software services. Nowadays, the service-oriented approach using Web services and BPEL is of great interest for the implementation of data-intensive applications such as, for example, those found in the area of data analytics.

There is no doubt in the industry and research community that the importance of data intensive computing has been raising and will continue to be the foremost fields of research. As a result, the data intensive services based applications have become the most kind of application in SOA. Potentially, this could have a significant impact on the on-going researches for services and data intensive computing.
A lot of research achievements have been made in the field of data-intensive Web service. Many argue that the current technology of Web service is not suitable for data-intensive environment, and thus should be extended. Some propose the approaches to the data transmission among multiple data-intensive services [2-4]. Some introduce SOA-aware data-flow to optimize the management of data-incentive services in cloud [5-6]. There are also some researches on modeling, verification and discovery of data-intensive Web service [7-13]. However, all the researches mentioned above do not concern the parallel technology in service composition. Neither do they consider how the degree of parallelism affects the efficiency of the execution of the composite service.

In practical, the needs of users are met only by composing multiple elementary services. However, the technology of traditional relational data management fails to qualify itself for the processing of large-scale data among multiple services. Efficient parallel and concurrent technology is crucial in the analysis of large-scale data. Fortunately, the programming model of MapReduce with high fault tolerance and simple programming interface proposed by Google greatly simplifies the large-scale data processing in cluster. It means a lot by introducing the MapReduce programming model into the composite Web services to deal with large-scale data.

To tackle the problem brought by data-intensive Web Services, in this paper, we apply four kinds of data-flow constructs, namely Map Construct, Reduce Construct, Conditional Construct and Loop Construct, to assist Web services composition to deal with large-scale data. We also put forward the approach to the composition of Web services based on the I/O operation ratio, in which the CPU intensive elementary Web services and the I/O intensive ones are arranged to execute in parallel as far as possible.

The remaining of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work, whereas Section 3 introduces how to apply data-flow constructs to Web services and how to measure the throughput and cost of composite Web services based on data-flow constructs. After that, in section 4, we introduce the approach to the composition of Web services based on the I/O operation ratio. After Section 5 presents the case study, last section concludes the paper and outlines the future work.

2. Related Work

Service-oriented architectures and Web services are well-established paradigms for developing distributed applications. However, they face problems when accessing, moving and processing large datasets. Therefore, how to efficiently compose the Web services for data-intensive applications draws the most attention, especially on the approaches to the optimization and management of data migration among multiple Web services.

Deng et al., propose a method for automatic data-intensive service composition, which can be executed in parallel [14]. They define the problem of automatic service composition by combing the approaches of State Space Search and Planning Graph. In addition, they propose a heuristic algorithm to compose data-intensive Web service automatically.

Zhou et al., introduce an ontology-based approach to compose and publish data-intensive services for data aggregation [15]. They propose a rewriting-based query so as that the data service could dynamically adapt itself to clients’ query request.

Modern applications of Web Services that involve the processing of large amounts of data tend to transmit data. In order to improve the performance of dynamic offloading strategy which might experience an overhead due to a prediction failure,
Quirino Zagarese et al., quantitatively characterize the execution contexts that make dynamic offloading effective [4]. They also introduce the Attribute Loading Delegation technique that enables optimized data-transfers for those applications where data-intensive multiple-interactions take place. Meanwhile, Theodoli et al., propose a specific approach to coupling performance control with congestion control features, in order to consider both performance and memory overflow issues in an integrated manner [16].

It is desirable to find the cost minimized service composition solution in service computing. Therefore, how to select appropriate data centers for accessing data replicas and how to select services with lowest associated costs are emerging problems when deploying and executing data-intensive service applications. In order to solve this problem, Wang et al propose a cost minimizing service composition model for data-intensive applications in [17].

As the data-intensive computing requires high throughput of IO, the data transfer from different node should be cut down as much as possible. In [18], Zhao et al., propose a data-intensive parallel processing framework, which provides the flexible ability to support data distribution and allocation across the Internet, and semantics query.

Many architectures or real applications related with data-intensive applications have been proposed. Kowsar et al., present the architecture of Cloud Man which supports not only the batch processing capability but also big data analysis workloads in the cloud environment [19]. There are also some real applications, such as Large-Scale Archive Access [20], Distributed Storage and Service for Spatial Data [18], etc.

Some researchers focus on combining Web service with MapReduce, which is a programming model and an associated implementation for processing and generating large datasets that is amenable to a broad variety of real-world tasks [21]. For instance, Huang et al propose an automatic service composition method based on depth-first searching for the Top-k Qos service composition issue. They indicate that the method based on MapReduce can satisfy composition requirements quickly and efficiently even with a large-scale service repository [22]. Fei et al., propose the concept of data-flow constructs based on MapReduce and some other data processing technology in [23] and [24]. In [25], Pan et al make use of skyline with MapReduce to select the appropriate services efficiently and equally. They show that their computing scheme of skyline with MapReduce outperforms traditional selection techniques in reducing the response time and sharing the computational workload more fairly. In [26], Hong et al present their Hadoop-based e-book Conversion System which transforms the image based e-books into EPUB-formatted e-books based on MapReduce. In this paper, however, we combine the data-flow constructs with services composition based on data-flow. Furthermore, our approach improves users’ satisfaction of QoS.

3. Service Composition with Data-flow Constructs

Since data-intensive applications aim at the processing of large volume, it is advised that some data processing technology should be supportive to the dataflow-based Web service composition. Control-flow constructs such as If-Else are important, but far from efficient in data processing. In contrast to control-flow constructs, which are used to control and coordinate processes, data-flow constructs are designed for efficient and systematic data processing, including data parallelism and aggregation. We introduce the following 4 kinds of
data-flow constructs which are initially presented in the composition of scientific workflows by Fei in [23].

In this section, we illustrate how to calculate the response time and cost of the services with data-flow constructs applied. Fig. 1 shows an example of composite service where the circle represents the elementary service, the box outside the elementary service represents applying a data-flow construct on the elementary service. The small box on the top right corner represents the exact construct applied, where C means Conditional construct, M, R and L means the Map construct, the Reduce construct and the Loop construct respectively. The dashed box groups the nodes which should execute in parallel, whereas the curving dashed line represents the loop execution of service based on the Loop construct. As shown in Figure 1, the services based on Map construct execute in parallel on multiple nodes that host multiple service replicas. Obviously, although parallel execution improves the efficiency and users thus get the optimal response time, the user have to pay much more for the service replicas.

\[ P(S_i, Map) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} p_{ij} \]  
(1)

On the other hand, the response time of \( S_i \) with Map construct applied is given by:

\[ T(S_i, Map) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} t_{ij} \]  
(2)

where \( t_{ij} \) means each node’s response time in cluster.

Similar, the cost of \( S_i \) with Map construct is given by:

\[ C(S_i, Map) = n \times C_i \]  
(3)

To complete the parallel execution of the service \( S_i \), the user must pay for all the parallel service replicas.

**Figure 1. Composite Web Service Based on Data-flow Constructs**

3.1. Map Construct

The Map construct enables the parallel processing of a list of data. Given an elementary service with multiple input ports and one output port, to apply the Map construct on one of the input ports (map port) just means processing a list of data in parallel.

Suppose there exist multiple service replicas on \( n \) nodes after applying the Map construct on the elementary service \( S_i \) that is to be executed in parallel. We use \( P(S_i, Map) \) to represent the sum of the throughput of all nodes involved in the Map construct, and \( p_{ij} \) with \( j = 1, 2, ..., n \) to represent the throughput of the node of \( j \). Thus,

\[ P(S_i, Map) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} p_{ij} \]  
(1)

On the other hand, the response time of \( S_i \) with Map construct applied is given by:

\[ T(S_i, Map) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} t_{ij} \]  
(2)

where \( t_{ij} \) means each node’s response time in cluster.

Similar, the cost of \( S_i \) with Map construct is given by:

\[ C(S_i, Map) = n \times C_i \]  
(3)

To complete the parallel execution of the service \( S_i \), the user must pay for all the parallel service replicas.
3.2. Reduce Construct

The *Reduce* construct enables the aggregation of a list of data items to a single data item. To apply the *Reduce* construct on an elementary service that has at least two input ports, an input port is designated as the reduce port, whereas another input port is designated as the base port. The reduce port takes input from the list of data items that need to be aggregated. On the other hand, the base port takes input either from an initial base data item or from the intermediate aggregation data item produced as the output of the previous iteration of aggregation.

The *Reduce* construct is used to aggregate data sequentially which implies the multiple service calls. Here, we assume the times of service invoking to be \( r \) \((r > 0) \). The response time of \( S_i \) with *Reduce* construct applied is given by:

\[ T(S_i, \text{Reduce}) = r \times T_i \]  \( (4) \)

Similarly, the cost of \( S_i \) with *Reduce* construct can be calculated by:

\[ C(S_i, \text{Reduce}) = C_i \]  \( (5) \)

3.3. Conditional Construct

The *Conditional* construct enables the conditional execution of a service based on a condition on one of the inputs. To apply the *Conditional* construct on an elementary service, one of the input ports is designated as the conditional port, on which a logical test will be evaluated based on the input data.

The *Conditional* construct enables the conditional execution of a Web service \( S_i \). In other words, \( S_i \) can be executed only if the predicate \( p \) evaluates to be true. For simplicity, we do not take the time cost caused by the predicate evaluation into consideration. The response time of \( S_i \) with *Conditional* construct applied is given by:

\[ T(S_i, \text{Conditional}) = T_i \]  \( (6) \)

Similarly, the cost of \( S_i \) with *Conditional* construct applied is given by:

\[ C(S_i, \text{Conditional}) = C_i \]  \( (7) \)

3.4. Loop Construct

The *Loop* construct enables the cyclic execution of an elementary service based on a predicate over the output of the service. To apply the *Loop* construct on a service, one of the input ports is designated as the loop port, which takes input either from the initial input data at the first iteration or the feedback from the output of the previous iteration. A predicate \( p \) specified by user is set on the output port \( o \) such that if \( p \) evaluates to be false, the output will be returned to the loop port.

The *Loop* construct is similar to the *Conditional* construct as they both have a predicate. However, the predicate in *Loop* construct is set on the output data from last iteration. The times of cyclic execution is therefore affected by both the predicate and the output data from last iteration. Here, we assume the iteration executes \( l \) \((l > 0) \) times and the response time for each cyclic execution to be equal.

The response time of \( S_i \) with *Loop* construct is given by:

\[ T(S_i, \text{Loop}) = l \times T_i \]  \( (8) \)
Similarly, the cost of $S_i$ with Loop construct is given by:

$$C(S_i, \text{Loop}) = C_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

4. Parallel Web Services Based on I/O Operation Ratio

The data-intensive Web services can be classified as the following two kinds: CPU intensive ones and I/O intensive ones. Here, CPU intensive Web services demand a lot of computation, whereas I/O intensive Web services do heavy read and write operations in the disk. Obviously, we can compose a composite Web service which contains both CPU intensive Web service and I/O intensive Web Service to achieve better performance.

The core of our approach lies in that the CPU intensive Web services and the I/O intensive ones should be arranged to execute in parallel as far as possible. In this way, it can avoid the competition of both CPU and I/O devices to the most extent. Table 1 illustrates the algorithm used to compose Web services in detail, in which we use I/O operation ratio to measure the extent of I/O intensiveness as described in (10).

$$r_{bws}^{cws} = \frac{f_{bws}}{P_{cws}} \times 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $r_{bws}^{cws}$ is the I/O operation ratio of the elementary Web service $bws$ in the composite Web service $cws$, $f_{bws}$ is the throughput of the elementary Web service $bws$ and $P_{cws}$ is the throughput of the composite Web service $cws$.

Table 1. The Algorithm Used to Compose Web Services Based on I/O Operation Ratio

1) Input the I/O operation ratio for all elementary Web services that form a composite Web service.
2) Mark all elementary Web services as unmarked ones.
3) If there is no unmarked elementary Web service, go to Step 10.
4) Find the elementary Web service $ws_{io\text{-lowest}}$ that has the lowest I/O operation ratio among all unmarked elementary Web services.
5) Mark $ws_{io\text{-lowest}}$ as marked one.
6) If there is no unmarked elementary Web service left, go to Step 10.
7) Find the elementary Web service $ws_{io\text{-highest}}$ that has the highest I/O operation ratio among all unmarked elementary Web services.
8) Mark $ws_{io\text{-highest}}$ as marked one.
9) If there are no data dependencies between $ws_{io\text{-lowest}}$ and $ws_{io\text{-highest}}$, execute $ws_{io\text{-lowest}}$ and $ws_{io\text{-highest}}$ in parallel and go to Step 3. Otherwise mark $ws_{io\text{-highest}}$ as unmarked one and go to Step 4.
10) End.

5. Case Studies

We conducted the experiment on the Distributed Data Mining Platform developed by ourselves to validate our approach. The typical dataflow involves the tasks of data preprocessing, data classification and model presentation, which are encapsulated as different Web services. Since the data classification involves huge amount of data, we apply the Map and Reduce constructs on the Web services of data classification. In addition, we apply Conditional constructs on those of data preprocessing and Loop...
constructs on those of model presentation. We measured the runtime of the whole process by the varying number of nodes for data classification. The execution time in seconds for (i) the whole runtime, (ii) the preprocessing time, (iii) the classification time, and (iv) the time of the presentation of the result are presented in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. The Runtime Varied by the Different Number of Nodes](image)

As shown in the Figure 2, each time we add one node, the total response time namely the CPU computing time is reduced. Since the data size is fixed, there’s almost no change of time-consuming in the phase of the preprocessing and the presentation of the result.

5. Conclusion

Service-oriented architecture provides a scalable and flexible framework to implement loosely-coupled, standards-based, and protocol-independent distributed computing. The service-oriented approach using Web services is also of great interest for the implementation of data-intensive processes such as data mining, image processing and so on. In this paper, we combine the MapReduce programming model with Web services. Our work is the extended one introduced in [27] and [28]. More specifically, we apply the data-flow constructs including Map, Reduce, Conditional and Loop in the process of data-intensive service composition. Afterwards, we put forward the approach to the composition of Web services based on the I/O operation ratio, in which the CPU intensive elementary Web services and the I/O intensive ones are arranged to execute in parallel as far as possible.

In a nutshell, to apply the data-flow constructs, especially the Map and Reduce constructs, just means to distribute the tasks on multiple nodes, whereas to compose Web services based on I/O operation ratio just means to parallel the CPU-intensive and I/O intensive Web services in a single node. In the future, we will combine these two approaches and take our case as the reference in the optimization of more general cases. Moreover, we will conduct a more extensive experiment to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approaches.
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